To learn (or generalize) from noisy data, one must resist the temptation to pick a model for the underlying process that overfit,s the data. Many existing techniques solve this problem at the expense of requiring tahe evaluat8ion of an absolute, a priori measure of each model's complexity. We present a inet,hod that does not. Instead, it uses a natural, relative measure of each model's complexity. This method first creates a pool of "simple" candidate models using part, of tlie data and t,hen selects from among these by using the rest of the data.
Introduction
Suppose that we are given data that consists of noisy observations of a fixed function, and we want t<o find a model for this fuiiction that will accurately predict new observations. This is an example of a lenr7irng problem. If we decide to model this underlying function with, say, a polynomial, then it is important to fit the data to a polynomial of the proper order, or "complexity." Otherwise, we run tlie risk of picking a model that cannot adequately represent tlie underlying function or, worse yet, one that primarily fits tlie noise.
In this paper, we investigate a means of selecting the proper complexity of models in learning problems.
The learning problems we treat are basically those addressed in [l] . The definition of "learning" we use is closely related to that in [2] , which extends the notion of learning proposed in [3] aiid refined in [4] . In our learning framework, lal>eled sample points (q,yi) from S = X x Y are drawn independently a t random according to a fixed, tinknown probability d i s tribution P ( P is assumed to lie in a known set of distributions, P). In this paper, we will take I' c R Q . The models that we can use, which we shall henceforth call sociate an error with respect to P , the "generalization error." This is the expected value of the difference between h ( d ) and y' a t a new point (z',y') randomly drawn according to P . To learn from a sequence of labeled sample points, we must, select a. hypot,liesis that (with high probability) has nearly the least. error of all hypotheses in 31.
We will focus on hypothesis classes that are nested in t,hat 3. 1 is the union of an increasing sequence of sets of hypotheses: 31' C W 2 E .. . = 31. For instance, if 3~ is tlie class of all mu~tinomids, xk might consist of k'th order multinomials. It is natural to think of hypotheses t1ia.t a.re i n X i but not in HJ as being more complex t1ia.n t.he hypotheses in 313 .
A pitfall in 1ea.rning problems is the tendency to use a hypothesis t1ia.t is overly complex and that overfits the d a h . That is, we may pick a hypothesis that agrees wit.11 t,he data and yet has a large generalization error. Many of the remedies for this problem in tlie current literature involve evaluat.ing a measure of the complexit,y of each E k in order t,o influence which 31' to pick a liypot,liesis from. Determining these complexities may involve a grea.t deal of analysis, and often the procedure for influencing which 7 f k to use does not take the observed distribution of tlie data into account.
In this paper we shall present a learning procedure t,ha.t picks hypot,lieses of appropriat,e complexity and yet does not involve any a priori, absolute measures of comp1exit.y. Inst'ead, it, uses the nat,ural notion of complesit,y associa.ted with the nested structure of 7 l in order to compare hypotheses. This procedure first creates a pool of "simple" candida.te hypotlieses using part of the dat.a aiid t,hen selects from among these by using the rest, of t.he data. In this way, the actual distribution of the d a h det,ermines, in part, the complexity of the chosen hypothesis.
The rest, of this pa.per is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop the definition of learning. We disctiss the problem of complexity selection in Section 3 and briefly describe some common solutions to this problem and their drawbacks. In Section 4, we present our learning procedure and sliow that it does learn, under mild assumptions.
Learning
We first make precise the notion of "learning." Let X and Y be point sets. For simplicity, we will take Y c Rq. Let P be a known class of probability measures on S = A' x Y . Let P E P be a fixed, unknown probability measure on S . Information is gathered about. this fixed, unknown probability measure P E P by drawing points independently from S according to P. We call such a vector of n points from S a labeled sample of length n, q n ) = [(ai, yi), ( 2 2 , YZ), . . ., ( z n , ~n ) ] .
We write Z(n) for the sample [ t i , CZ,.. . ,tn], y'(n) for the labels [yl, y2,. . . , U, ] , and (wit,h some abuse of notation) s'= (Z,j'). Further, we denote the probability associated with the sampling process, the n-fold product of P, by P". Given q n ) , the goal is to "learn" the relationship between I and y when (z,y) is drawn according t,o P . We formulate this as a problem of selecting a model or hypothesis h : X w RQ such that h(t) is, on average, close to y when (z,y) is drawn by P. When the label of a is y, we take llh(t) -yll t,o represent the loss, or cost, of hypothesizing h ( z ) as the label. (Here, 11 1 1 1 is a known normi on Rq.) The error of I8 with respect, to P is then the expected value of llh(t) -yll for another labeled sample point drawn by P:
X X Y
This quantity is sometimes referred to as the geileralization error.
We now restate what learning entails: given P and qn) drawn by an unknown P E P, find a liypothesis h such that err(P, h) is small. There are two additional points to consider. First, since the informat,ion about, P is obtained only through a sampling process, we cannot guarantee to find a good hypothesis; rather, we settle for finding, with P"-probability near 1, a good Iiypothesis. (Note that our ability to find a good hypothesis depends on the particular labeled sample qn) that has been drawn. Thus P", and not P, is the appropriate probability measure t o use.) Second, we would normally constrain the hypothesis tpo be from some known set 'H, e.g., spline functions or feedforward neural networks. Thus, we seek a hypothesis in 'H whose error is close t o the "optimum" over 3-1, opt(P,X) := inf err(P, h).
A pair (P,3-1) thus specifies a learning problem for us. To solve this problem, we must find a mapping from labeled samples to hypotheses (call it "g") with the property that the error of g[qn)] approaches the optimum as the number of samples, n, increases. We do not allow a candidate learning function g to depend on P. However, the set P models prior knowledge about the underlying distribution, and the choice of g may reflect this.
We summarize the foregoing discussion with the following definition.
there is a mappin? g : 5' t-r 'H such that, for each P E P,
in probability as n t 00, i.e., for any given E > 0,
We use "nonuniform" to distinguish this from an alternate definition for which the convergence in (2.1) is uniform over P. That is, utiiforni learnability would require that we achieve lerr(P, g[qn)]) -opt(P, %)I < E with a certain probabilit,y by using a number of samples that is the same regardless of P. For the sort of (P, 'H) that we are interested in, uniform learning will frequently be impossible. However, we will present a learning procedure that is uniform over distributions that have the same "complexity."
The Problem of Complexity Selection
Recall that our goal is to find a hypothesis, h , such that err(P, h) is small. In the preceding section we rest,ated this in terms of the problem of learning (P,'H), yet we did not indicate how to choose 'H. We can reduce the best attainable value of err(P, h) (i.e., opt(P,'H)) by including many functions in 'H; that is, we may use a ('rich" 'H. For instrance, we might let 3-1 be the set of all polynomials when Y = R. With such a rich 'H, given a finite amount of (noisy) data it is difficult to resist the temptation to overfit the data. We can always find an n'th order polynomial that passes through n data points, but we would not expect such a hypothesis to have nearly the least possible generalization error. Rather, we should generally choose a less "complex" hypothesis, a polynomial of order less than n. The following question arises: How can we select the appropriat,e complexity for the amount of data we have? In this section, to this question from 'We do not address plexity or measurability we shall describe some answers the literature that rely heavily the issues of computational comin this paper.
on a prior measure of a hypothesis' complexity. In the next section, we shall present an answer that depends solely on the data. In this paper, we will concentrate on sets of hypotheses that are "nested." When 7-f is such that
we say that 3-1 is nested. Also, we say that h E 7-f' is szmpler than h' E 31 if h' 4 y k . For example, 3-1'" might consist of k'th order multinomials. A nested structure allows us to compare the complexity of two hypotheses without reference t o an absolute measure of complexity.
Consider the empzrzcnl eslzmaie of err(P, h ) based on the labeled sample qn):
A common learning technique is to find a hypot.hesis from ' H that minimizes felnp. Many researchers have investigated conditions under which this enipzrical error mziizmtzation results in learning (see [5] , [l] , [GI, and
In particular, the following is a suficient condition for learning. Chervonenkis developed a necessary and sufficient condition for femp t o converge simultaneously over ( P , y).
In the particular case where the hypotheses and labels are O/l-valued and P is P * , the set of all probability measures on S , this convergence is characterized by a measure of the complexity of 7-i known as the Vapnik-
We now define the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension.
Let B be a class of O/l-valued functions on S , and let Z ( n ) be an n-vector of points from S. We use A"(Z) to denote the number of distinct labelings of Z by functions from B: A'(.?) := I { b ( l ) : 6 E F } I.
Clearly, A"(Z(n)) 5 2". We say that f? shniders Z ( n ) if A"(Z(n)) = 2". Theorem 3.1. [Vapnik and Chervonenkis] Let P* he the set of all probability mea~ures on S.
The empirical error estimate fem,p converges simultaneously over ( P * , 31) if and only I f VCdim(7f) < m.
One can also define analogous notions of dimension when t,he hypot,heses and labels a.re RQ-valued; see [l] [l] , [12] , and [13] for examples.
The methods described in the preceding paragraph have t,wo ma,in drawbacks. First, in order t o determine values for k ( n ) or pen(n,k), a great deal of analysis must be performed on the sets 'Hk (e.g., to determine VCdim('Hk)). Second, these methods involve n p r iori measures of the complexity of 'Hk. The learning procedure we present in the next section avoids these problems by using only the nested structure of ' 7f to compare the coinplexit,y of hypotheses and by making this comparison based on the observed distribution of the da.ta.
Learning with a Simple Empirical Cover
In this section, we describe our learning procedure. It involves a "simple empirical cover," an approximation of the set 3-1 by a set, of simple hypotheses that is based on a portion of the samples. The particular form of this learning procedure is suggested by a canonical form for an error estimator that. is more sophisticated than femp. Due For any set of hypotheses 7-1, we define 'HA to be the following set of functions:
We use pn \ 0 to mean that ptl is a sequence of nonincreasing, positive numbers that converges to zero. Also, let @ be a function that maps ,Y t,o R. We use Eqn)@ to denote the empirical estimate of Eprl, based 1 on Z(n):
Definition 4.1. We say that the empirical estimates converge simultaneously over (P, xA) if SUP IEPd, -E.F,n,@l-0 in probability as n 1 cm uniformly in P E P,
The case of O/l-valued hypotheses
In the case where the labels and hypotheses are O/l-valued, the learning procedure, which we den0t.e by g=, has a very simple form. I11 this case, we measure the error of h by E p l h ( x ) -yl. We say that h is a simplest hypothesis in a set G if h E 'Hk and no h' E 6 belongs to 'H"-'. Use Z'' to estimate err( P, h f , , i ) empirically, and let gsec minimize this over 3t,(Zf):
In
Step 1, it, suffices to pick n such that n goes to infinity as n? does and n satisfies As follows, we can show that gsec learns (P*,31) when each 'Hk has finite VC dimension. P* is the set of all probability measures on S.
= fi.
Take any P E P*, and fix E > 0. Because opt(P, 1-1) = inf err(P, h), for some h, < 00 there is h, E 3 t k c with h € H err( P, h,) -opt( P, 'H) < 6 .
(4.2)
h;,(,)(Z'(n)) = hc(5'(n)). in probability as well. By ( 4 . 2 ) and (4.5), for la.rge n,, with probability approa.ching 1. That is, err(P, h.:,,,,, 
5 err(P, hS,(,,) + E (4.7) with probability approa,ching 1. IIence, for large in,
with probabilit,y approa.cliing 1. Since E is a.rbitrarily small, in probability its m t CO for each P E P * . That is, gsec nonuniformly learns (P' , 3-1).
gsec[4~)1)]) -Ol)t(P, 3-11
We now make some observat,ions about Procedure 4.1 as a preparation for ttlie genera.1 case in t,he next section. We can weaken many of the assumptions we made above. For one, the hypotlieses in 'I&,(?') need not be the simplest: it would suffice to have h.p(nl,, E 3-1Lnfk*l, for some A! < 03, where ki is tIie smaILat int.eger such that there is /I. E ~~1 with h(5') = b;. This comment, is useful becaaise t,lierc a.re some cases for which finding t.lie siniplt-st hypot,liesis consistent with a. labeling is much harder t.1ia.n fincling one that is only reasonably simple (see [18] ). Also, it, suffices for 31 to be such that the empirical est,ima.tes converge simultaneously over ( P * , (.H')~) for ea.cIi k, rather than to have VCdim(3-1') < 03 for ea.cli k.
4.2
The general case I n this sect,ion, we extend Procedure 4.1 to a much more general case. Also, we show that t,liis lea.rning procedure accomplishes more t.han nonuniform learning; it "learns" uniformly over distribut,ions that have the sa.me "complexit,y."
As in the O/l-valued case, the learning procedure we give here will utilize an approximation of ' H whose members are "simple." In order to construct this approximatmion, we need to define a notion of distance between hypotheses. Dcfiiiitioii 4.2. The empirical distance between h and h' based on Z ( n ) is n Our aim is to "empirically cover" ' H with a set ' H n ( Z ) in the sense that any h E 3-1 is near a member of X n ( Z ) when distance is measured by p i . As in the remarks following Procedure 4.1, since finding a szmplest hypothesis as in Step 2 of Procedure 4.1 may he very difficult, we will require the members of the approximating set to be only nearly szmple. Hence, we make the following clefiiiit*ion. A key observation is that we can easily construct finzte M-simple empirical coverings. In the following lemma, let 11 . 11 be the norm that, at a point we can constrrict an Ai-simple empirical €-cover for 3.1 based on Z(92) that has at most [ 2 B q /~l " Q elements.
Proof: See the Appendix for the required construct ion.
In the following procedure, let Assumption 4.1 be satisfied. Split s' into two siihsaniples,
where ; ' ( T I ) = (Z', r).
2.

3.
Construct, as in the proof of Lemma 'Hn(5').
As in the O/l-valued case, this learning procedure resists overfitting the data and, under mild conditions on (P,'H), it picks a hypothesis with small error. In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 reveals a st,ronger property. Consider the sets
P i = P E P :
We can think of each distribut,ion in Pi as having the same "complexit,y" relative to the nested st,ructure of 'H. This complexity increases wit,li i , and it seems reasonable to allow more labeled samples in order t.0 learn in the face of more complex distributions. It turns out that, even though gsec learns nonuniformly over (P, 'H), it learns uniformly over each Pi. That is, the number of samples it requires t o produce a hypothesis of a given quality is the same for di~t~ributions with the same complexity.
The utility of Theorem 4.1 stems from two facts. First, it applies in many cases of int.erest. Second, Procedure 4.2 does not utilize any special knowledge about ' H other than its decomposition int,o nested subsets.
For instance, consider the case where the hypotheses and labels are real-valued and 11 is the absolute value.
It can be shown (see [IS] ) that when VCdim('Hi) is finite for each i (as is the case for many parametric model classes), the empirical est.imates converge simultaneously over ( P " , for each i. Yet, in t8his case, we do not need to know the value of these dimensions to apply Procedure 4.2.
Concluding Remarks
We have presented a technique tliat selects a hypothesis, or model, of appropriate complexit.y, avoiding overfitting the data. This technique has the advant,age that it does not rely on a priori measures of each hypothesis' complexity. Although the results in this paper were all presented in terms of R*-valued hypot.heses, we remark that analogous results hold in a much more general framework (see [lG] for details). We shall treat only the case where the hypotheses and labels are real valued and the norm used in computing err(P, h) is the absolute value. The nioce general case is a straightforward extension of this.
By Assumption 4.1, lh(z)I < B for every h E ' H and z E X . Consider slicing the interval (-B,B) into [2B/c1 subintervals, each of length less than E. Let h p be the hypothesis added to 'Hk'-' due to M p , and set. on,z(h) = h p .
It is straightforward to show that pz(a,,z(h), h) < c 0 and, if h E ' H j , a,,z(h) E 'HLhfjJ.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let Pi = P E P : inf. err(P, h) = opt(P,'H) { he% ' Fix any E > 0. Take any P E P . Note that P E Pj for some j. Thus, there is h* E 'HJ with err(P, h*) -opt(P,'H) 5 6 .
By Step 2 of Procedure 4.2, ~, , p ( h * )
E ' H L n f j J . Thus, since the empirical estimates converge simultaneously on ( P , ('Hi)A) for any i, if n is large enough then r, < E and EpIla,,g#(h*)-h*II < pz(an,zt(h*), h*)+c < 2c (A.3) with probability near one. That is, for any given 6 > 0, there is N ( 6 ) such that 
